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About This Game

You know the feeling, you just got home from another grueling day at the office, or you're stuck at the airport for yet another
layover, or maybe you just got dumped again! 5d3b920ae0
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Instant Dungeon! is a game you can boot up and start playing in an instant. (Surprised? Me too.) It begins so simple in a small
room with a simple objective; get the key to open the door to advance to the next level, collecting loot along the way for score.
The further you delve the bigger, darker, and fuller of both enemies and items the rooms get. Once you've played the default
mode you can unlock other modes by hitting criteria, like reaching floor 30 etc. This game is great for when you don't want to
spend a long time in menus/settings, or when you don't really have much time to play a game at all. (Although after some
attempts runs can get long). Obviously I haven't covered every aspect of the game as I like to keep my reviews fairly short,
however I will add that at the time of writing the developer is active and very much in touch with the players. = Fantastic little
maze-dungeon highscore game.. Is no "quit" button? Why is there a "continue"? I reached level 10 and it said "saving, please be
paitent" and i don't know how to go back to where I died the last save. Has about 1 second lag, found out when i used an item
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and did not do anything then dropped it for another item and picked up that same item again and dropped the other item and the
game finally used it. Great game though, like some classic arcade like pac man.. Simple but fun. Pacman combined with fantasy
roguelikes, that's pretty much what Instant Dungeon is. Your goal is to run around the maze and try to find the key so you can
move on to the next level. All kinds of creatures (skeletons, zombies . you name it.) try to block your path. Unless you wear
armor you die instantly and have to start over. Luckily, the maps are randomised and there are throwable weapons and magic to
kill your enemies. There are several different characters for you to pick from, but to my knowledge they do not have different
abilities. Do not expect your characters will level up or anything like that. Obviously the game get's harder over time and you
will also have to 'defeat' bosses. The graphics look nice in my opinion. The only things that I would've liked to see is online
leaderboards and maybe some achievements. Overall the game is great fun and addictive.. Small and adorable, Instant Dungeon
offers a quick 15 minute game to play during a break or lull in your day. It's repetitive gameplay can get boring but every time
you beat your high score, see a new object, or unlock a new thing is worth the wait.. After a small patch that fixed a (white
screen) issue (thanks too the Dev for looking into it :)) game is rather enjoyable. Nice pac-man style dungeon crawler, good for
short gaming stints, or if you are that type of person who likes too get that high score even long play sessions you will find are
fun. The Dev shows he really cares about his game and is prompt in replying in the forums and addressing any issues that arise..
Hey everybody! I work for Grab The Games website and I have done a first look of what this game is all about. So come check
it out and let me know what you guys think about the game and my review.. You'll think this game is easy within probably the
first ten levels, but. oh, the hell that it'll send crashing onto your poor little head.. A 2$ game with no story, but a great
atmosphere. I showed it to a friend, and he got hooked on it.. Wow! What a shock! Another Steam game that doesn't run and
another waste of money! Tried 3 times to get this to load and it always freezes at a loading screen. The 3rd time I just let it sit
while I took a shower so I would have enough time logged to write a review of my experience.
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